Keywords List Using the JSOU Special Operations Research Topics 2016 Publication

Published annually, the Joint Special Operations University (JSOU) Special Operations Research Topics provides a list of relevant and timely U.S. Special Operations Forces (SOF) research topics for researchers and students “to provide insight and recommendations on issues and challenges facing the SOF enterprise.” You can access the JSOU Special Operations Research Topics 2016 through this link: [https://jsou.socom.mil/PubsPages/Publications.aspx](https://jsou.socom.mil/PubsPages/Publications.aspx).

To organize and prioritize these research topics effectively, JSOU utilized the lines of operation of the Commander, U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM), to divide seventy-four SOF research topics into the following seven sections: A. Priority Topics; B. Ensure SOF Readiness; C. Help Our Nation Win; D. Continue to Build Relationships; E. Prepare for the Future; F. Preserve Our Force and Families; and G. USSOCOM J5 Key Strategic Issues List. Often, an individual research topic within a section corresponds to other research topics within and outside of its designated section.

At the U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School (USAJFKSWCS), we sorted the individual research topics from the JSOU Special Operations Research Topics 2016 publication into a list of keywords for our students to use when selecting research topics. Each bolded and underlined keywords heading contains the JSOU research topics that address aspects of the heading. In this keywords list, an individual JSOU research topic may fall within multiple keywords headings quite frequently. Additionally, we included the JSOU Special Operations Research Topics 2016 page numbers to assist our students as they refer to the JSOU publication for the topic discussions that provide detailed descriptions and relevant questions for each research topic. Good luck, and happy SOF researching!

**Acquisition**
- B4. Adapting the acquisition environment: Technology advances at the speed of the commercial market, p.11
- D5. Role of USSOCOM in technology procurement for international SOF, p.25
- G1. Weapons of mass destruction, p.38
- G10. Weapons technology proliferation, p.50
- G11. Disruptive and game-changing technologies, p.51
- G14. Long-term fiscal constraints, p.54

**Afghanistan**
- C3. Lessons from SOF training efforts in Afghanistan, specifically in training the General Directorate of Police Special Units and the Afghan Local Police, p.17
- C5. Information sharing has improved tremendously at the multinational level. How do SOF capitalize on those successes to improve information sharing at the operational level? p.18

**Authorities: Law; Legislation**
- A4. Unconventional warfare: Is America politically prepared to support an expanded capability and interest in UW? p.3
- A12. Examine the implications and effects of adopting programs to optimize SOF human performance: Are there limits to enhanced physical and mental capabilities? p.7
- B2. SOF and conventional force integration: How to achieve operational and strategic effects while minimizing risk? p.10
- C1. How can SOF be optimally employed to shape the strategic security environment? p.16
- C2. Sealing the seams: Command and control of the SOF network across GCC boundaries, p.16
- C5. Information sharing has improved tremendously at the multinational level. How do SOF capitalize on those successes to improve information sharing at the operational level? p.18
- C7. Defining the SOF contribution to computer network operations: What are SOF’s roles, responsibilities, and authorities? p.19
- C10. The campaign against the Tamil Tigers: Does the campaign disprove the old adage, “We can’t kill our way to victory?” Was it an operational success or strategic failure? p.20
- C11. SOF’s involvement in fighting narcoterrorism: Are SOF authorities compatible with the mission? p.21
- D5. Role of USSOCOM in technology procurement for international SOF, p.25
- E1. How can SOF prepare to succeed in an increasingly complex world? p.27
- E8. Role of SOF in political warfare: Achieving national objectives short of war, p.30
- E12. Strategic developments in special operations: What are the lessons for future SOF development? p.31
- F3. Examine the lessons learned from the SOF Family Pilot Program, p.34
- G2. Information/digital age, p.40

**Aviation**
- C2. Sealing the seams: Command and control of the SOF network across GCC boundaries, p.16
- D8. Aviation within security force assistance and foreign internal defense: What is the SOF role? p.25
Budget; Fiscal; Fund; Resourcing
• A1. SOF as a strategic instrument of war: How to employ SOF to achieve national security objectives? p.2
• A3. Training SOF for the future: Identifying skill gaps associated with the next fight, p.3
• A12. Examine the implications and effects of adopting programs to optimize SOF human performance: Are there limits to enhanced physical and mental capabilities? p.7
• B1. How does USSOCOM ensure it has the right people, skills, and capabilities now and in the future? p.9
• B2. SOF and conventional force integration: How to achieve operational and strategic effects while minimizing risk? p.10
• C12. Identify efficient and effective media for conducting and assessing military information support operations: Are the old media techniques, such as leaflets, still effective? p.21
• D3. Enabling a SOF network under conditions of financial austerity, p.24
• D4. Educating SOF partners: Effectiveness, funding, and human rights vetting, p.24
• D5. Role of USSOCOM in technology procurement for international SOF, p.25
• D8. Aviation within security force assistance and foreign internal defense: What is the SOF role? p.25
• F3. Examine the lessons learned from the SOF Family Pilot Program, p.34
• F5. The Care Coalition: “We will keep the faith with you” p.35
• G8. Risk management, p.47
• G9. Interest-based strategies, p.49
• G12. Adaptability and agility, p.52
• G13. Capability gaps, p.53
• G14. Long-term fiscal constraints, p.54

Campaign Planning
• A6. Preventing, countering, and disrupting foreign fighter flow, p.4
• A9. SOF challenges and opportunities in future operating environments: Where and how can SOF be decisive? p.6
• C8. Improving the process: Developing discrete, multi-year campaigns to shape, prevent, and/or win, p.19
• C10. The campaign against the Tamil Tigers: Does the campaign disprove the old adage, “We can’t kill our way to victory?” Was it an operational success or strategic failure? p.20

Career; Retention (cont.)
• F5. The Care Coalition: “We will keep the faith with you” p.35

Command and Control; Mission Command
• C2. Sealing the seams: Command and control of the SOF network across GCC boundaries, p.16
• C5. Information sharing has improved tremendously at the multinational level. How do SOF capitalize on those successes to improve information sharing at the operational level? p.18
• C11. SOF’s involvement in fighting narco-terrorism: Are SOF authorities compatible with the mission? p.21
• E11. Agile information systems that enable SOF network partner integration and SOF C2, p.31

Communications; Social Media
• C9. Violent extremism in Syria and Iraq: How does the coalition capitalize on years of operating in Iraq and previous tribal relationships to defeat the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS)? p.20
• C12. Identify efficient and effective media for conducting and assessing military information support operations: Are the old media techniques, such as leaflets, still effective? p.21
• D7. Virtually expanding the SOF network: Capacity building by leveraging technology, p.25
• E2. Continuity of global special operations post-national or post-global catastrophic event: Full-spectrum implications, p.28
• E7. Counter-radicalization and counter-lone wolf attacks: Technology, social media, and ideology, p.30
• F4. What are the vulnerabilities and potential threats to the wellbeing of SOF Service members and their families through the exploitation of social media? p.35
• G2. Information/digital age, p.40
• G3. Shifting power distribution and diffusion, p.41
• G11. Disruptive and game-changing technologies, p.51

Counterterrorism; Terrorist
• C2. Sealing the seams: Command and control of the SOF network across GCC boundaries, p.16
• C4. Comparison and quantification of the effects of lethal and influence activities: Consider second order effects and provide measures of effectiveness, p.17
• C11. SOF’s involvement in fighting narco-terrorism: Are SOF authorities compatible with the mission? p.21
• G5. Tactical actions versus strategic results, p.44
• G9. Interest-based strategies, p.49

Culture
• A3. Training SOF for the future: Identifying skill gaps associated with the next fight, p.3
• A5. SOF in Africa: Learning from recent interventions and future opportunities, p.4
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**Culture (cont.)**
- B8. The new special operations equilibrium: What is the right balance between surgical strike and special warfare capabilities? p.12
- C3. Lessons from SOF training efforts in Afghanistan, specifically in training the General Directorate of Police Special Units and the Afghan Local Police, p.17
- C4. Comparison and quantification of the effects of lethal and influence activities: Consider second order effects and provide measures of effectiveness, p.17
- C10. The campaign against the Tamil Tigers: Does the campaign disprove the old adage, “We can’t kill our way to victory?” Was it an operational success or strategic failure? p.20
- D2. Culture and human nature in building partner capacity of SOF: Why are there different outcomes? p.24
- E5. How have the successes of the last 25 years affected the culture of U.S. special operations? p.29
- F1. Understanding the challenges of social reintegration for SOF, p.33
- F2. Show no weakness: Addressing the stigma associated with seeking medical and mental healthcare for SOF, p.34
- G2. Information/digital age, p.40
- G4. Megacities, p.42
- G7. Human nature versus culture, p.46
- G9. Interest-based strategies, p.49
- G15. Strategic constraints, p.55
- G16. Demographics, p.56
- G17. Energy/other resources, p.57

**Cyber**
- C2. Sealing the seams: Command and control of the SOF network across GCC boundaries, p.16
- C7. Defining the SOF contribution to computer network operations: What are SOF’s roles, responsibilities, and authorities? p.19
- G1. Weapons of mass destruction, p.38
- G2. Information/digital age, p.40
- G11. Disruptive and game-changing technologies, p.51

**Distributed Operations**
- C2. Sealing the seams: Command and control of the SOF network across GCC boundaries, p.16

**Doctrine**
- A8. Resource scarcity, competition and conflict: The impact on SOF capabilities and approaches, p.5
- B8. The new special operations equilibrium: What is the right balance between surgical strike and special warfare capabilities? p.12
- C2. Sealing the seams: Command and control of the SOF network across GCC boundaries, p.16
- C5. The Care Coalition: “We will keep the faith with you” p.35
- C8. Improving the process: Developing discrete, multi-year campaigns to shape, prevent, and/or win, p.19
- G11. Disruptive and game-changing technologies, p.51

**Drones**
- C2. Sealing the seams: Command and control of the SOF network across GCC boundaries, p.16
- C4. Comparison and quantification of the effects of lethal and influence activities: Consider second order effects and provide measures of effectiveness, p.17
- G14. Long-term fiscal constraints, p.54

**Education**
- B3. SOF-specific education: Core competencies and the future SOF operator, p.10
- B8. The new special operations equilibrium: What is the right balance between surgical strike and special warfare capabilities? p.12
- E3. Education of the Special Operations Force: Preparing SOF for the future, p.28
- G16. Demographics, p.56

**Extremist: Violent Extremism**
- A6. Preventing, countering, and disrupting foreign fighter flow, p.4
- C6. Combating violent extremism: Are some countries, such as Indonesia, with a large Muslim population immune to extremist violence? If so, why, and what are the contributing factors? p.18
- C9. Violent extremism in Syria and Iraq: How does the coalition capitalize on years of operating in Iraq and previous tribal relationships to defeat the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS)? p.20
- D7. Virtually expanding the SOF network: Capacity building by leveraging technology, p.25
- E7. Counter-radicalization and counter-lone wolf attacks: Technology, social media, and ideology, p.30
- G4. Megacities, p.42

**Family**
- A12. Examine the implications and effects of adopting programs to optimize SOF human performance: Are there limits to enhanced physical and mental capabilities? p.7
- F1. Understanding the challenges of social reintegration for SOF, p.33
- F2. Show no weakness: Addressing the stigma associated with seeking medical and mental healthcare for SOF, p.34
- F3. Examine the lessons learned from the SOF Family Pilot Program, p.34
- F4. What are the vulnerabilities and potential threats to the wellbeing of SOF Service members and their families through the exploitation of social media? p.35
- F5. The Care Coalition: “We will keep the faith with you” p.35
Family (cont.)
• G5. Tactical actions versus strategic results, p.44
• G16. Demographics, p.56

Foreign Internal Defense; Security Force Assistance
• A3. Training SOF for the future: Identifying skill gaps associated with the next fight, p.3
• D8. Aviation within security force assistance and foreign internal defense: What is the SOF role? p.25

Global SOF Network; Partner Nations; Partnership (cont.)
• A4. Unconventional warfare: Is America politically prepared to support an expanded capability and interest in UW? p.3
• A7. Identifying, assessing, developing, and motivating potential partners in irregular warfare: Supporting effective partnerships, p.5
• B2. SOF and conventional force integration: How to achieve operational and strategic effects while minimizing risk? p.10
• B5. SOF team cohesion: What breaks a SOF team? p.11
• C2. Sealing the seams: Command and control of the SOF network across GCC boundaries, p.16
• C3. Lessons from SOF training efforts in Afghanistan, specifically in training the General Directorate of Police Special Units and the Afghan Local Police, p.17
• C8. Improving the process: Developing discrete, multi-year campaigns to shape, prevent, and/or win, p.19
• D1. Purposeful relationships and information sharing: How can we improve? p.23
• D2. Culture and human nature in building partner capacity of SOF: Why are there different outcomes? p.24
• D3. Enabling a SOF network under conditions of financial austerity, p.24
• D4. Educating SOF partners: Effectiveness, funding, and human rights vetting, p.24
• D5. Role of USSOCOM in technology procurement for international SOF, p.25
• D6. Multinational basing: Advantages, constraints, and obstacles, p.25
• D7. Virtually expanding the SOF network: Capacity building by leveraging technology, p.25
• D8. Aviation within security force assistance and foreign internal defense: What is the SOF role? p.25
• E1. How can SOF prepare to succeed in an increasingly complex world? p.27
• E5. How have the successes of the last 25 years affected the culture of U.S. special operations? p.29
• E6. The fundamentals of "wars amongst the people" and implications for SOF, p.29
• E7. Counter-radicalization and counter-lone wolf attacks: Technology, social media, and ideology, p.30
• E8. Role of SOF in political warfare: Achieving national objectives short of war, p.30
• E9. The human domain in crisis, conflict, and war: Influencing cognitive behavior, p.30
• E10. What is the future design of USSOCOM? p.31

Global SOF Network; Partner Nations; Partnership (cont.)
• E11. Agile information systems that enable SOF network partner integration and SOF, p.31
• F3. Examine the lessons learned from the SOF Family Pilot Program, p.34
• G3. Shifting power distribution and diffusion, p.41
• G8. Risk management, p.47
• G9. Interest-based strategies, p.49
• G14. Long-term fiscal constraints, p.54

Governance; Government; Interagency
• A4. Unconventional warfare: Is America politically prepared to support an expanded capability and interest in UW? p.3
• A7. Identifying, assessing, developing, and motivating potential partners in irregular warfare: Supporting effective partnerships, p.5
• B2. SOF and conventional force integration: How to achieve operational and strategic effects while minimizing risk? p.10
• B4. Adapting the acquisition environment: Technology advances at the speed of the commercial market, p.11
• B8. The new special operations equilibrium: What is the right balance between surgical strike and special warfare capabilities? p.12
• C3. Lessons from SOF training efforts in Afghanistan, specifically in training the General Directorate of Police Special Units and the Afghan Local Police, p.17
• C5. Information sharing has improved tremendously at the multinational level. How do SOF capitalize on those successes to improve information sharing at the operational level? p.18
• C7. Defining the SOF contribution to computer network operations: What are SOF’s roles, responsibilities, and authorities? p.19
• E6. The fundamentals of "wars amongst the people" and implications for SOF, p.29
• E9. The human domain in crisis, conflict, and war: Influencing cognitive behavior, p.30
• E12. Strategic developments in special operations: What are the lessons for future SOF development? p.31
• F5. The Care Coalition: “We will keep the faith with you” p.35
• G2. Information/digital age, p.40
• G3. Shifting power distribution and diffusion, p.41
• G4. Megacities, p.42
• G5. Tactical actions versus strategic results, p.44
• G7. Human nature versus culture, p.46
• G9. Interest-based strategies, p.49
• G16. Demographics, p.56
• G17. Energy/other resources, p.57

Human
• A12. Examine the implications and effects of adopting programs to optimize SOF human performance: Are there limits to enhanced physical and mental capabilities? p.7
Human (cont.)
- C12. Identify efficient and effective media for conducting and assessing military information support operations: Are the old media techniques, such as leaflets, still effective? p.21
- D2. Culture and human nature in building partner capacity of SOF: Why are there different outcomes? p.24
- G5. Tactical actions versus strategic results, p.44
- G7. Human nature versus culture, p.46
- G11. Disruptive and game-changing technologies, p.51
- G17. Energy/other resources, p.57

Influence
- A6. Preventing, countering, and disrupting foreign fighter flow, p.4
- A7. Identifying, assessing, developing, and motivating potential partners in irregular warfare: Supporting effective partnerships, p.5
- B8. The new special operations equilibrium: What is the right balance between surgical strike and special warfare capabilities? p.12
- C4. Comparison and quantification of the effects of lethal and influence activities: Consider second order effects and provide measures of effectiveness, p.17
- G2. Information/digital age, p.40
- G3. Shifting power distribution and diffusion, p.41
- G4. Megacities, p.42
- G9. Interest-based strategies, p.49
- G15. Strategic constraints, p.55

Information Sharing
- C5. Information sharing has improved tremendously at the multinational level. How do SOF capitalize on those successes to improve information sharing at the operational level? p.18
- D1. Purposeful relationships and information sharing: How can we improve? p.23
- F3. Examine the lessons learned from the SOF Family Pilot Program, p.34
- G2. Information/digital age, p.40

Intelligence: Surveillance: Reconnaissance
- A3. Training SOF for the future: Identifying skill gaps associated with the next fight, p.3
- A8. Resource scarcity, competition and conflict: The impact on SOF capabilities and approaches, p.5
- C2. Sealing the seams: Command and control of the SOF network across GCC boundaries, p.16
- C7. Defining the SOF contribution to computer network operations: What are SOF’s roles, responsibilities, and authorities? p.19

Intelligence: Surveillance: Reconnaissance (cont.)
- E8. Role of SOF in political warfare: Achieving national objectives short of war, p.30
- G2. Information/digital age, p.40

Iraq
- A4. Unconventional warfare: Is America politically prepared to support an expanded capability and interest in UW? p.3
- C3. Lessons from SOF training efforts in Afghanistan, specifically in training the General Directorate of Police Special Units and the Afghan Local Police, p.17
- C9. Violent extremism in Syria and Iraq: How does the coalition capitalize on years of operating in Iraq and previous tribal relationships to defeat the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS)? p.20

Irregular Warfare
- A7. Identifying, assessing, developing, and motivating potential partners in irregular warfare: Supporting effective partnerships, p.5
- B1. How does USSOCOM ensure it has the right people, skills, and capabilities now and in the future? p.9
- B2. SOF and conventional force integration: How to achieve operational and strategic effects while minimizing risk? p.10
- C8. Improving the process: Developing discrete, multi-year campaigns to shape, prevent, and/or win, p.19
- G5. Tactical actions versus strategic results, p.44

Logistics
- A5. SOF in Africa: Learning from recent interventions and future opportunities, p.4
- B2. SOF and conventional force integration: How to achieve operational and strategic effects while minimizing risk? p.10
- G2. Information/digital age, p.40
- G11. Disruptive and game-changing technologies, p.51
- G13. Capability gaps, p.53
- G17. Energy/other resources, p.57

Mental: Psychological
- A6. Preventing, countering, and disrupting foreign fighter flow, p.4
- A12. Examine the implications and effects of adopting programs to optimize SOF human performance: Are there limits to enhanced physical and mental capabilities? p.7
- C4. Comparison and quantification of the effects of lethal and influence activities: Consider second order effects and provide measures of effectiveness, p.17
- F2. Show no weakness: Addressing the stigma associated with seeking medical and mental healthcare for SOF, p.34
Policy
- A1. SOF as a strategic instrument of war: How to employ SOF to achieve national security objectives? p.2
- A4. Unconventional warfare: Is America politically prepared to support an expanded capability and interest in UW? p.3
- A7. Identifying, assessing, developing, and motivating potential partners in irregular warfare: Supporting effective partnerships, p.5
- B3. SOF-specific education: Core competencies and the future SOF operator, p.10
- B8. The new special operations equilibrium: What is the right balance between surgical strike and special warfare capabilities? p.12
- C4. Comparison and quantification of the effects of lethal and influence activities: Consider second order effects and provide measures of effectiveness, p.17
- C9. Violent extremism in Syria and Iraq: How does the coalition capitalize on years of operating in Iraq and previous tribal relationships to defeat the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS)? p.20
- E7. Counter-radicalization and counter-lone wolf attacks: Technology, social media, and ideology, p.30
- F1. Understanding the challenges of social reintegration for SOF, p.33
- G1. Weapons of mass destruction, p.38
- G3. Shifting power distribution and diffusion, p.41
- G5. Tactical actions versus strategic results, p.44
- G12. Adaptability and agility, p.52
- G14. Long-term fiscal constraints, p.54

Political
- A4. Unconventional warfare: Is America politically prepared to support an expanded capability and interest in UW? p.3
- B8. The new special operations equilibrium: What is the right balance between surgical strike and special warfare capabilities? p.12
- C4. Comparison and quantification of the effects of lethal and influence activities: Consider second order effects and provide measures of effectiveness, p.17
- G4. Megacities, p.42
- G7. Human nature versus culture, p.46
- G8. Risk management, p.47
- G15. Strategic constraints, p.55
- G17. Energy/other resources, p.57

Political Warfare (cont.)
- G7. Human nature versus culture, p.46

Readiness
- A1. SOF as a strategic instrument of war: How to employ SOF to achieve national security objectives? p.2
- A2. Beyond stealth to maintain technical overmatch: What do SOF need from future/advanced technologies ("third offset")? p.2
- A3. Training SOF for the future: Identifying skill gaps associated with the next fight, p.3
- B1. How does USSOCOM ensure it has the right people, skills, and capabilities now and in the future? p.9
- B2. SOF and conventional force integration: How to achieve operational and strategic effects while minimizing risk? p.10
- B3. SOF-specific education: Core competencies and the future SOF operator, p.10
- B4. Adapting the acquisition environment: Technology advances at the speed of the commercial market, p.11
- B5. SOF team cohesion: What breaks a SOF team? p.11
- B8. The new special operations equilibrium: What is the right balance between surgical strike and special warfare capabilities? p.12
- F5. The Care Coalition: “We will keep the faith with you” p.35

Recruiting
- A1. SOF as a strategic instrument of war: How to employ SOF to achieve national security objectives? p.2
- A6. Preventing, countering, and disrupting foreign fighter flow, p.4
- G2. Information/digital age, p.40
- G12. Adaptability and agility, p.52

Research
- A12. Examine the implications and effects of adopting programs to optimize SOF human performance: Are there limits to enhanced physical and mental capabilities? p.7
- B1. How does USSOCOM ensure it has the right people, skills, and capabilities now and in the future? p.9
- B4. Adapting the acquisition environment: Technology advances at the speed of the commercial market, p.11
- G5. Tactical actions versus strategic results, p.44

Social Change; Urbanization
- A6. Preventing, countering, and disrupting foreign fighter flow, p.4
- A9. SOF challenges and opportunities in future operating environments: Where and how SOF can be decisive? p.6
- B5. SOF team cohesion: What breaks a SOF team? p.11
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Social Change: Urbanization (cont.)
- F1. Understanding the challenges of social reintegration for SOF, p.33
- G2. Information/digital age, p.40
- G4. Megacities, p.42
- G15. Strategic constraints, p.55
- G16. Demographics, p.56
- G17. Energy/other resources, p.57

SOF Footprint
- A2. Beyond stealth to maintain technical overmatch: What do SOF need from future/advanced technologies (“third offset”)? p.2
- G1. Weapons of mass destruction, p.38
- G10. Weapons technology proliferation, p.50
- G11. Disruptive and game-changing technologies, p.51
- G16. Demographics, p.56
- G17. Energy/other resources, p.57

Space
- G11. Disruptive and game-changing technologies, p.51
- G17. Energy/other resources, p.57

Syria
- A6. Preventing, countering, and disrupting foreign fighter flow, p.4
- C9. Violent extremism in Syria and Iraq: How does the coalition capitalize on years of operating in Iraq and previous tribal relationships to defeat the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS)? p.20

Technology
- A2. Beyond stealth to maintain technical overmatch: What do SOF need from future/advanced technologies (“third offset”)? p.2
- A8. Resource scarcity, competition and conflict: The impact on SOF capabilities and approaches, p.5
- A9. SOF challenges and opportunities in future operating environments: Where and how SOF can be decisive? p.6
- B4. Adapting the acquisition environment: Technology advances at the speed of the commercial market, p.11
- D5. Role of USSOCOM in technology procurement for international SOF, p.25
- D7. Virtually expanding the SOF network: Capacity building by leveraging technology, p.25
- E7. Counter-radicalization and counter-lone wolf attacks: Technology, social media, and ideology, p.30
- G1. Weapons of mass destruction, p.38
- G10. Weapons technology proliferation, p.50
- G11. Disruptive and game-changing technologies, p.51
- G16. Demographics, p.56
- G17. Energy/other resources, p.57

Training (cont.)
- A10. SOF and war by proxy: Strategic asymmetry and points of advantage, p.6
- B5. SOF team cohesion: What breaks a SOF team? p.11
- B8. The new special operations equilibrium: What is the right balance between surgical strike and special warfare capabilities? p.12
- C3. Lessons from SOF training efforts in Afghanistan, specifically in training the General Directorate of Police Special Units and the Afghan Local Police, p.17
- C7. Defining the SOF contribution to computer network operations: What are SOF’s roles, responsibilities, and authorities? p.19
- C9. Violent extremism in Syria and Iraq: How does the coalition capitalize on years of operating in Iraq and previous tribal relationships to defeat the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS)? p.20
- F1. Understanding the challenges of social reintegration for SOF, p.33

Unconventional Warfare
- A3. Training SOF for the future: Identifying skill gaps associated with the next fight, p.3
- A4. Unconventional warfare: Is America politically prepared to support an expanded capability and interest in UW? p.3

Training
- A3. Training SOF for the future: Identifying skill gaps associated with the next fight, p.3
- A4. Unconventional warfare: Is America politically prepared to support an expanded capability and interest in UW? p.3